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• Copies Excel workbooks into either MySQL or MongoDB databases • Supports for importing XLS, XLSX, and CSV files • Batch and manual conversion modes • Prioritizes user credentials, inputs, and preferences • Fetches CSV files from Google Sheets • Integrated CRUD operations • Supports for the app settings
folder and the installation directory • Fully scalable • Scheduled backups • Support for XLSX workbook files • Support for duplicate data • Support for blank sheets • Support for saving and restoring Excel workbooks • Runs from a USB flash drive or a DVD or other portable storage device This time around, I will be
reviewing one of the most recent additions to the myriad of Excel apps, and that is TriCO. This app is a very simple, fast and lightweight app to move Excel data into a MySQL or MongoDB database. The app could be installed either as an external USB drive or a direct installation from its official website, and through
its simple interface, it would be easy to get a grip on the application. The app is available in two separate modes – batch mode and manual mode. The batch mode allows a user to import many files, but it offers just a single conversion process at once. By contrast, the manual mode, which requires less input from the
user, might be faster, but still quite limited in its capabilities. 1.Installation The app requires users to download it from its official website, and its installation is fairly simple. Once the app has been downloaded, it can be run from its USB flash drive, a DVD or from the installation directory. The process for installing is
straightforward and it’s quite easy to follow through its instructions. I must mention that I ran the app on an old laptop, which has a 2.4 GHz CPU and 3GB of RAM, and the speed was satisfactory. The app features a setup wizard, which would require a bit of time to configure. 2.Features and Benefits Unlike some
similar apps, TriCO features a 2-in-1 interface, which means that it can be used either for manual conversion or for batch conversion. In fact, a comparison would be made with other Excel apps, like Excel2Mongo or Excel2Mysql, which can be used to import Excel tables to MongoDB or MySQL, respectively. This
means that the app offers the means to transfer large amounts of data from spreadsheets to external databases. However, it
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KEYMACRO is a lightweight, automatic & complex Keystroke Macro recorder, which helps you record your favorite keys or processes in easy ways. It is an indispensable software tool for home/office or any professional. Keystroke Macro enable you to record ANY process of your choice at the moment and play it back
to the same text or any type of file. It is a simple and easy-to-use software which allows you to record your favorite keystrokes, shortcut, Windows commands, mouse and clicks. It has a simple interface and easy-to-use tools to record your Windows keyboard or application, and play your favorite keystrokes in just a few
clicks. KEYMACRO Main Features: * Record your favorite keyboard short-cuts and paste them at the desired time, too. * Record any actions from any applications such as Windows shell command, specific documents, webpages, etc. * Convert the recorded keyboard to text easily * Edit your own keyboard in 7
languages * Smart Record method which will start recording after being clicked on a text or file. * Play the recorded keyboard and paste it to any specified text or file. * Automatically import keyboard to Windows shell. * Free download for Mac, Windows and Linux KEYMACRO Download Link: KeyboardMacroPro.Com
* Record your favorite keyboard short-cuts and paste them at the desired time, too. * Record any actions from any applications such as Windows shell command, specific documents, webpages, etc. * Convert the recorded keyboard to text easily * Edit your own keyboard in 7 languages * Smart Record method which will
start recording after being clicked on a text or file. * Play the recorded keyboard and paste it to any specified text or file. * Automatically import keyboard to Windows shell. * Free download for Mac, Windows and Linux This program creates an XML file from a database. It can create an XML file for a single record, for
a group of records, for all records in a database, or for an entire database. If an XML file for a record is created, then a record of that record is also created, but only in the database that is used for the database level file. This is great for creating an XML file, and for transferring that file to another database. This
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TriCO is the first and only tool to support both MySQL and MongoDB databases, without the need of programming. It is able to import data in any format (XLS, XLSX, CSV) and present all the information in a way that is easy to use. TriCO comes with a visual interface that allows to select source and destination
databases and to set the output format. The tables are converted into relational tables. TriCO offers a visual interface for configuring the imports, converting the XLS/XLSX into MySQL or MongoDB databases, with full and summarized reports. TriCO comes in version for Mac and Windows, and has been designed to be
very fast and small. Key Features: * Visual interface for setting tables (one-to-many relationship) and for configuring the output to either MySQL or MongoDB databases. * Convert data in XLS/XLSX format to relational database with full and summarized reports. * Import data from XLS/XLSX file to MySQL or MongoDB
databases in batches. * Import data from csv files. * Import data from MySQL databases. * Import data from MongoDB databases. * Export CSV files. * Export relational tables (MySQL) or JSON files (MongoDB). * Export relational tables (MySQL) or CSV files (MongoDB). * Select tables on the fly from the list of
imported tables. * Add new tables to the list of imported tables. * Export to MySQL and MongoDB database from a single table. * Export to MySQL and MongoDB databases from multiple tables at once. * Open CSV files for editing and adding new rows. * Support for CSV, MySQL, and MongoDB databases. * Support
for Excel, XLS and XLSX formats. * Runs in parallel and in batches. * Runs on Mac and Windows. * Small and fast. * Available on Google Play and Apple Store. * Can be downloaded for free. Description: Excel to MySQL is a professional tool to convert Excel to MySQL. It is a perfect solution for converting Excel and
CSV files to MySQL database, with a total size under 1MB. It is a tool to convert Excel files to MySQL database in batches. No need to make a complete conversion process before exporting Excel file to MySQL. With Excel to MySQL, you can: * Import Excel files * Export MySQL databases *
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What's New In?

This app was designed for offering users the means to easily transfer XLS and XLSX data into either MySQL or MongoDB databases. For this purpose, TriCO was developed. TriCO has a form-style layout that accepts manual text string input, with each step consisting of a corresponding button. You can browse through
the app’s settings and options through a unique menu. To start the process, users must first import the XLS or XLSX file. Once the file has been added, the app will establish a connection to the existing database and will perform the conversion. To do this, the app will require user input for the login credentials. TriCO
performs the conversion only for one table and you can also choose between two database types. Further The best way of transferring table data from spreadsheets to a MySQL database is through the aid of a conversion utility, such as TriCO. This app was designed for offering users the means to easily transfer XLS
and XLSX data into either MySQL or MongoDB databases. An uncluttered, input-based layout that will require users to insert credentials and corresponding table data The application is based on a form-style layout that accepts manual text string input. All that users need to do is indicate the name of their MySQL or
MongoDB databases and the login credentials. A preferred table name also needs to be inputted, although things are not clear about the correspondence in the Excel file. Once an XLS or XLSX file has been added, the application will establish a connection to the existing database and will perform the conversion.
Toggle between conversion modes using a dedicated menu The app does offer conversion for two database types – MySQL and MongoDB, and accessing each one is done by entering a menu. Regarding this aspect, it would have been beneficial for the app to feature two, distinct buttons or sections for performing the
switch between the two, this way saving up time. In terms of missing features, more demanding users might crave for batch processing, coupled with more options for defining the output parameters of the database imported tables. Compact app for transferring Excel table data into external databases, which lacks
batch-processing functionality Leaving looks aside and focusing solely on functionality, this app could be a fair choice for users who require a way of quickly adding their XLS and XLSX files into external databases. Indeed, the app doesn’t provide simultaneous multi-file processing, but this fact alone is not enough to
tilt the balance. Silverspot Technologies was formed in 2010 and is based in Mumbai, India. A team of skilled developers, designers, and a team of talented programmers, we are an established IT company offering a wide range of websites and software solutions. Silverspot Technologies was formed in 2010 and is
based in Mumbai, India. A team of skilled developers, designers, and a team
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows XP (32-bit) OS X Preferred: Windows 7 (32-bit), Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 OS X 10.7, OS X 10.8, OS X 10.9 CPU: 2.0 GHz Intel Core i5, i7, i3, Xeon, etc. RAM: 6 GB Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 460, Radeon HD 5870, Intel HD 4000, AMD Radeon HD 5750, etc. Hard
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